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Abstract 
Researching preference is significative and interesting in artificial intelligence. The paper describes the concept of 
CP-nets which is a tool of preference representation firstly. And then the strict and weak dominance is discussed, 
some useful theorem of strict and weak dominant relation is proposed. Finally, the future work on CP-nets reasoning 
is presented. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
Preference determines the choice. The preference of agent determines the way and the speed of 
cooperate in solving problem. It is important for decision making to understand then reason each other's 
preference. So researching preference of agent is significative in Artificial Intelligence. 
The preference can be grouped into the following three categories [1,2]. (1) Preference representation
and reasoning are to describe the preference of agent with mathematic tools and then their internal 
relationship just like if one is dominance the other. (2) Preference learning is to learn and get the 
preference of agent. (3) Preference aggregation is to aggregate preferences of multiple agents into an
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integrated preference. In study of the above three categories of preference, the preference representation 
is the basic work. 
The most popular tool to describe preference is CP-nets, which is overall summarized by Boutilier[2]. 
It can be used in many applications, just like as product configuration which finding an optimal feasible 
configuration, searching large databases which finding best available reservation, and personalization 
which displaying content most appropriate for user and adopting presentation to user preferences. 
This paper describe the concepts and properties of CP-nets firstly, and then some theorem and lemma 
of dominance test are given, it includes some useful conclusions. In the end, the future works are showed 
with exploratory. 
2. CP-nets 
A CP-net (for Conditional Preference nets) is a graphical model for compactly representing conditional 
and qualitative preference relations. that can be used for specifying preference relations in a relatively 
compact, intuitive, and structured manner using conditional ceteris paribus (that is all else being equal) 
preference statements. Some definitions are given as follow. 
Definition 1. If the feature Xi of Agent depends on Xj, Xj is called parent of Xi, that is Pare(Xi). The 
parents of Xj are called ancestors of Xi. Conversely, Xi is called as children and descendants of Xj and Xk. 
The relations are called conditional relation in this paper. 
Definition 2. Let V = {X1, X2, ... , Xn} is the set of decision-making features. Dom(Xi) is the finite value 
set of Xi. All possible combinations of all feature is O = Dom(X1)×Dom(X2 )×...×Dom(Xn ), and o is an 
outcome which is a possible combination of all feature. 
Definition 3. CPT(Xi) is a conditional preference table with Xi, which associates an order that is 
Pare(Xi) = Ui, where the Ui is subject to D(X).
Definition 4. CP-nets is a directed graph G=<V,CE>, where V is the vertices set, representing an 
attribute of CP-nets; CE is the directed edge set, representing all the dependencies between attributes.  
That is the value of the start of a directed edge influence the value of the end of directed edge. For each 
vertex Xi, there is a conditional preference table CPT(Xi)  associated with it.
Definition 5. o is an outcome of CP-nets, If and only if one feature is different of two outcomes, the 
relation is called flipping relation. 
In this paper, we focus on features with binary domains, which is called good value and bad value 
respectively. Let V be a finite set of variables. For every F V∈ , we set { }( ) ,D F f f=  ( f is dual to f ). 
Focusing on binary variables makes the presentation clearer and has no impact on our complexity results. 
Example 1. Now, Mike wants to buy a car. He prefers class B car (Tb) than class A car (Ta) because of 
more capacity. If type B car is chosen, he prefers black car (Cb) to red car (Cr), and if class A car is 
chosen, he prefers red car to black car. Then if a black car is chosen, he prefers vista sunroof car (Sv) to 
general sunroof (Sg), and else he prefers general sunroof car than vista sunroof. 
If we denote class A car of the car configuration as u and denote class B car as u  , we denote black 
car as v and denote red car as v  ,we denote general sunroof as w and denote vista sunroof as w  .The 
presentations are showed in the following Fig 1. 
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From fig.1,we can get an induced graph eight outcomes which is uvw , uvw , uvw , uvw , 
uvw , uvw , uvw , uvw . 
Definition 6. The induced graph of CP-nets in fig.2 is a directed graph DG = <O,CEF>, where O is the 
vertex set, representing a result of CP-nets; CEF is the set of directed edges, that is flip relation. 
Fig. 2. induced graph of CP-nets 
Theorem 1. Each CP-nets has one and only one induced graph. 
Proof: Prove as constructing method. Firstly, the maximum and minimum outcome can be got easily. 
The minimum outcome chooses a bad value of the first feature X1 which has no parents. Then find the 
next bad value under the condition of bad value of X1 .This continues until finding the bad value of Xn. 
Secondly, flipping from the bad value to the good value at beginning of the feature of Xn. Keeping 
flipping one feature only once time until it reaches the maximum outcome. In the end, connecting the 
vertexes. 
3. Dominant algorithm 
In this section, dominance is discussed in details, it is one part of CP-nets reasoning[4-6]. 
Definition 7. Let G = <V,CEF> to be the induced graph of acyclic CP-nets N. It is strict dominant if 
there exists a path from vertex oi to vertex oj , namely, | j iN o o= >  .The test of one outcomes is strict 
dominant to the other is strict dominant algorithm.
Definition 8. Let G = <V,CEF> to be the induced graph of acyclic CP-nets N. It is weak dominant if 
there not exists a path from vertex oi to vertex oj and not exists converse path, namely, | j iN o o≠ > .The 
test of one outcomes is weak dominant to the other is weak dominant algorithm. 
3.1. strict dominance 
Theorem 2. It is strict dominant between two outcomes which are flipping relation. 
Proof: Because the relation between the two outcomes which are flipping relation, namely only one 
feature is different. This includes two conditions .One is the first feature which has no parents is different, 
it can be got by CPT immediately. The other is not the first feature is different, it can be got by it’s 
parents. 
Theorem 3. It is strict dominant between the two outcomes which one is one ancestor is good value, 
one descendant is bad value and the other is one ancestor is bad value, one descendant is good value. 
Proof: Let U be the parents of V, one of the outcome is uv ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , the other is uv ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . Assume u is 
preferred value than u . When the value of parents is u  , if v v< , it can be achieved with uv uv uv< <
and else if v v> , then when the value of parents is u , so it can be achieved uv uv uv< < . It is similarly 
when the attribute is not near. 
Example: We have the two CP-nets as following. As mentioned in the theorem 3, think over the 
relation of uv  and uv , one is uv uv uv< <  and the other is uv uv uv< < .They both satisfy the theorem. 
uvw uvw uvw uvw uvw uvw uvw
uvw
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Fig. 3. The two CP-nets 
Corollary. It is strict dominant between the two outcomes which one is n ancestors are good value, n 
descendants are bad value and the other is n ancestors are bad value, n descendants are good value. 
Proof: From the theorem, the value of parents can be flip one by one. Because of each flipping 
outcome is strict dominant than the previous, all of flipping is strict dominant. 
3.2. weak dominance 
Theorem 4. N is acyclic CP-nets, oi and oj are two different outcome, if there is a feature X’, which 
ancestors are the same value and oi[X’]>oj[X’], then | j iN o o≠ > . 
Proof: Proved by constructing method. Since N is acyclic, so there is a vertex Y1, which is the root 
vertex. and then comparing o1 [Y1] and o2 [Y1] by the CPT (Y1) , if o1 [Y1] >o2 [Y1], that value of o1 in this 
feature is preferred than o2, it can be got o2 is not dominance than o1, in other words, | j iN o o≠ > . If o2
[Y1]> o1 [Y1] , we can get | i jN o o≠ > .If o1 [Y1] =o2 [Y1], delete the Y1 vertex and find the next vertex Y2 as 
a root vertex. Following with comparing manner of Y1, we can get the weak dominance of o1 [Y2] and o2
[Y2]. Step by step, it can find the first different features and can decide which is preferred. 
4. Conclusions 
The paper showed the CP-nets and it’s induced graph. Base on the conceptions and property, strict and 
weak dominance test are given. The conclusion of strict dominance accords with our intuitivism, which is 
the importance of some parent is preferred than the child, but when comparison of importance between 
less parents and more children, we can not decide. We can not decide whether it is dominance between 
one ancestor is good value and two descendants are good value. Some detail problems we omit in this 
paper. The first question is cyclic and acyclic CP-nets are different, some cyclic CP-nets are very 
complicated and it may not each of strict and weak dominance. The second question is how to test the 
dominance of arbitrary outcomes quickly. The third question is the expressive power of CP-nets is not 
strong, game theory[1,7] and soft constraint [8]can enhance it. These are the key points of future work. 
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